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Abstract
Introduction: Data “cleaning,” also known as data “cleansing,” or data “curation” is about
identifying and rectifying errors in data. The objective of this report is to present a data cleaning
and standardization process for the drug name files in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
Adverse Event Reporting System database, FAERS. Methods: Drug name data was cleaned and
standardized using a combination of data cleaning tools and manual correction techniques. Data
files were organized into frequency intervals and a strategy of cleaning using iteration and
programming scripts in the MySQL Workbench was employed. Results: The download of the
FAERS quarterly reports for the time periods ranging from Q1 2004 to Q3 2016 resulted in
32,736,657 DRUG file records. Records contained a variety of errors, such as misspellings,
abbreviations, and nondescript or ambiguous names. Upon completion of the process,
standardization of greater than 95% of the drug name data in the FAERS database was achieved.
Conclusions: With large datasets such as FAERS, a cleaning process is necessary to rectify data
that may be incomplete or inaccurate due to input errors, in order to improve the quality and
validity of information.
Keywords: FAERS; U.S. Food and Drug Administration; FDA; adverse drug event; drug safety;
data cleaning
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Introduction
Data “cleaning,” also known as data “cleansing,” or data “curation” is about identifying
and rectifying errors in the data in order to improve the data quality and validity of information
(Rahm and Do, 2000; Poluzzi et al., 2012). Problems in data quality may arise in data files in
databases for a number of reasons, often as a result of human error. Not uncommonly, spelling
errors may occur during data entry, or simply information may be omitted, or inaccurately
transcribed. Whenever a system increases in complexity, such as when several sources of data
need to be accessed and integrated in data repositories or warehouses, an increase in input errors
may arise, and the need for data cleaning is also likely to increase. For researchers and clinicians
to have access to accurate data, a consistent strategy for correction of data errors or aberrations is
warranted.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration maintains one of the largest government
databases in the country, known as the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System. Abbreviated as
FAERS, it is comprised of reports on adverse event and medication error reports that have been
submitted to the FDA (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2018a). The FAERS database may
be viewed as a “large dataset,” in that it is essentially “a large collection of related, discrete items
of related data that may be accessed individually or in combination or managed as a whole
entity” (TechTarget Network, 2016).
Specifically, FAERS is an electronic repository of information that supports the FDA’s
post-marketing safety surveillance program for all approved drug and therapeutic biologic
products. Records are created in the FAERS database from reports of adverse events and
medication errors by healthcare professionals, consumers, and drug manufacturers through the
“MedWatch” reporting program (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2018a). The majority of
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Medwatch reports (between 70% and 75%) are submitted by healthcare professionals (Ahmad et
al., 2005; Toki & Ono, 2018).
Although the precise number of entries in the FAERS database is difficult to determine at
any given time, it is estimated that 700,000 adverse event reports across a variety of therapeutic
categories are documented in FAERS annually (Hoffman et al., 2013; U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, 2018b; U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2018c).
The FAERS database is structured as a computerized, relational database consisting of
seven file “packages” organized in tables (Poluzzi et al., 2012). Specific items of information
are contained within the file packages and are linkable to other data files within the database.
The files by name are: the DEMO file (demographic characteristics), which includes
information on “event date”, patient “age” and “gender”, “reporter country” and “reporter's type
of occupation”; REACTION file, including all adverse drug reactions; OUTCOME file (type of
outcome, such as death, life-threatening, hospitalization); RPSR file, with information on the
source of the reports (i.e. company, literature); THERAPY file, containing drug therapy start
dates and end dates for the reported drugs; INDICATIONS file, containing terms coded for the
indications of use (diagnoses) for the reported drugs; and the DRUG file contains the DrugName
data set, consisting of the names of the reported medications, which are suspect for Adverse
Drug Events (ADEs).
In a discussion on large databases, Garcia et al (2016) asserts that “In most of current
real-life problems, there is a potential for incomplete data. Because of either human or machine
failure, input data can present some gaps or errors” (García et al., 2016, p15). As healthcare
professionals, consumers, and manufacturers can each report an adverse event using the
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MedWatch system, the FDA does not provide any corrections or checks for the input data
(Marks, 2017).
Although researchers have expressed the need to have clean data in order to proceed with
research efforts, often there is not an emphasis on data cleaning prior to analysis for Adverse
Drug Events (ADEs). As asserted by Banda et al (2016), “The publicly available US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) data requires substantial
curation before they can be used appropriately, and applying different strategies for data cleaning
and normalization can have material impact on analysis results” (Banda et al., 2016, p1).
Researchers on drug safety may come to realize that data cleaning prior to using the data
from FAERS for further analysis can involve a major commitment of time and effort. Various
approaches of standardizing the publicly available FAERS database via cleaning have been
described by several authors (Wang et al., 2014; Böhm et al., 2016; Grigoriev et al., 2014; Wong
et al., 2015). Descriptions vary among authors, yet a common thread among these reports is that
when erroneous and invalid types of errors are identified, remediation involves a combination of
automated and manual approaches to cleaning.
The focus of this report is on specific files within the FAERS database involving errors
and inconsistencies in reporting of drug names. We present a labor-intensive, yet thorough
process that results in a significant number of drug name records cleaned in the DrugName file in
the FAERS database, from 2004 to 2016. Our objective was to achieve the maximum number of
cleaned drug name records that can serve as a preliminary data set for future studies in adverse
drug event research, and perhaps also serve as a model of data cleaning for other investigators.
Methods
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A framework for data cleaning has been described by Maletic and Marcus (2000), which
involves the following steps:


Define and determine error types;



Search and identify error instances;



Correct the errors;



Document error instances and error types; and



Modify data entry procedures to reduce future errors.

This framework provided guidance for the cleaning process, yet, to meet the unique challenges
of this project, modifications of the initial steps were necessary (Maletic and Marcus, 2000).
With such a large, complex dataset, it was necessary to devise a process of cleaning that
would provide a balance of efficiency and effectiveness along with practicality in terms of
resources, particularly time and labor. As the case with projects where accurate data is required,
the cleaning process should not consume inordinate amounts of time and effort, which would
detract from the larger goal of research productivity for which the cleaned data would be utilized.
To accommodate such a large dataset of entries in the FAERS database, we determined that the
first two steps would have to be modified. Rather than review each data entry as suggested in
the first two steps, consistent formatting was applied to all drug name entries. Our assumption
was that all entries required standardization of some sort. This not only allowed us to arrive at a
consistent format for drug names, but also streamlined the overall cleaning process. As
illustrated in Figure 1, the FAERS data was cleaned and standardized using a combination of
data cleaning tools and manual correction techniques.
Facilities
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Analysis of the FAERS database was conducted in the Data Analytics Laboratory in the
Computer Science Department of our academic institution. The laboratory is designed for big
data analysis with several high-end servers and software that includes the MySQL Workbench
for database work, Eclipse Neon for programming, R Studio for machine learning, and Tableau
for data visualization.
Original Download
Since 2004, raw data extracted from the FAERS database can be downloaded from the
FDA website in ASCII format (U.S. Food and Drug Administration (2018d). All available raw
data for a specified time period was targeted, and consequently no inclusion or exclusion criteria
for the data was specified.
The FAERS DRUG data files in ASCII format were accessed on December 4, 2016 at
https://www.fda.gov/drugs/guidancecomplianceregulatoryinformation/surveillance/
adversedrugeffects/ucm082193.htm for Q4 2012 through Q3 2016 and
https://www.fda.gov/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryInformation/Surveillance/
AdverseDrugEffects/ucm083765.htm for Q1 2004 through Q3 2012. The maximum number of
available records containing drug names in the files were obtained.
The downloaded DRUG file raw data was imported into the relational database
management system, MySQL, version 6.0 (Oracle Corporation, Redwood Shores, CA). From
this, a custom DrugName table was created, (the data labelled as Drugs.Drugname), which was
an exact replica of the FAERS DRUG file. All procedures and processes were performed on this
custom table.
Frequency Intervals
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To organize the large set of drug name data, frequency intervals of drug name counts
were created using the “Group by” reserved keyword in MySQL. With the grouped frequency
intervals, it was determined how often each drug name value occurred within each group interval
relative to the entire data set (Ali, 2017). From the initial count of drug names, twelve frequency
intervals were formed (Table 1), and the frequency of the number of drug name data entries
within each interval was observed.
Iteration and Drug Name Identification
To initiate the process of drug name cleaning, a strategy involving iteration was
employed. Beginning with the interval with the highest drug name frequency count, each
frequency interval was analyzed sequentially, and iterations of the cleaning process were
conducted within each interval. In this way, manageable “chunks” of data were able to be
cleaned and standardized.
To begin the iterative process, we first targeted only those drugs whose grouped count
was equal to or greater than 1000. Consequently, the frequency of drug names that occurred
1000 times or more in the FAERS database was determined. As presented in Table 1, the
cleaning process began with interval “>=1000” occurred up to the interval “0 to 29.”
Inspection, Programming Scripts, and Manual Correction
As drug names are often expressed in different ways, including brand name, generic, or
combination of both, it was necessary to identify a standard drug name format for consistency.
Standard journal style is to use non‐branded generic names for medications (Citrome, 2016).branded generic names for medications (Citrome, 2016).
For this study, the adopted standard drug name format included the generic name in lower case
and not capitalized. All drug names found were transformed and standardized into this format.
Initial observations of the raw drug name data revealed that drug names existed in a
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variety of forms, which were potentially problematic for data cleaning. For instance, the drug
name data records contained null values, ambiguous or nonspecific terms, misspellings, upper
and lowercase letters or both, leading and trailing whitespace, new-line and tab characters,
leading numbers, special characters, null values, drug name combinations with no delineation of
entities, abbreviations, and nonspecific or ambiguous names. This information is illustrated in
Table 2.
In order to help rectify variations or errors in drug names and assist in the correction
process, programming scripts were created in the MySQL Workbench. Drug names from the
original data files (i.e. “raw” data) were manually imported into the scripts. The scripts were
designed to identify aberrations in drug name entries and allow for manually renaming them to
the correct name.
Drug names encountered in the cleaning process included generic and brand names or
combination product names. Infrequently, a drug’s scientific or chemical, or investigational drug
name was encountered. When this occurred, the scientific/chemical/investigational drug
nomenclature was converted to the generic drug name.
In addition, the script allowed for identification of combination drugs, and separation into
their individual components. Each component of a combination drug name was counted as
individual drug name entities.
References were used to ensure correct identification of drug names, which included
Drugs.com (Drugs.com, 2018a), Micromedex (IBM Micromedex Clinical Knowledge Suite,
2018), and the Drug Information Portal from the U.S. National Library of Medicine. (U.S.
National Library of Medicine, 2018). Where needed, an automatic check for correct names of
drugs was employed: a proprietary spell-checker is provided by Drugs.com, and Micromedex
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Solutions intelligent searching provides in-line spelling suggestions in real time while
conducting searches (Drugs.com, 2018b; Searching Micromedex Solutions, 2018).
In addition to standard drug references, drug names were verified and classified in
therapeutic categories by their active ingredient according to the Anatomical Therapeutic
Chemical (ATC) Classification System. In the ATC system, drugs are divided into groups
according to the target organ, chemical and therapeutic characteristics, and mechanism of action
(WHO Collaborating Centre for Drugs Statistics Methodology, 2016).
The overall data management process was coordinated by a data scientist (RS), manual
and automated corrections to drug names were verified by graduate assistants (RD, PD, MO) and
accuracy of drug name information verified by a consultant pharmacist (MV). All phases of the
cleaning/standardization process were reviewed by all investigators, and any discrepancies were
resolved through discussion until consensus on findings was reached.
Results
The download of the FAERS quarterly reports for the time periods ranging from Q1 2004
to Q3 2016 resulted in 32,736,657 DRUG file records from which drug names were imported
into the DrugName table in MySQL. This is presented in Table 1.
Nondescript Drug Names
The initial stages of cleaning involved removal of “nondescript” drug names. In this
case, the drug name file contained records of drug names that could not be corrected because a
specific drug was not identified. In several instances, it was observed throughout the entire
dataset that the keyword “NULL” appeared, indicating missing or unknown values. In addition,
several entries were represented as nonspecific or ambiguous drug names, such as “antibiotic,”
“analgesic,” or “painkiller.” As indicated in Table 1, these types made up 2.49% of the original
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data set and were removed [32736657 – 31921755 = 814, 902 entries], leaving only legitimate
drug name entries for cleaning.
Frequency Counts
Results from the drug name frequency intervals and counts are presented in Table 1. The
Group Query function in MySQL for Drug names ≥1000 produced an individual count for
cleaned drug names equal to 1444. This means that 1444 drug names have a frequency count in
the FAERS database of 1000 times or more. This first frequency interval produced the sum
of 30,849,955 drug name entries, or 96.64% of the total amount of data records.
The frequency data for drug names in each interval was ranked from highest (i.e., most frequent
in number) to lowest (i.e. least frequent in number.) For illustrative purposes, the top ten drugs
ranked from this subset are shown in Table 3.
As shown in Table 3, the most frequently appearing drug name was aspirin, which
occurred 493,379 times, followed by Adalimumab (Humira®), which occurred 492,173 times.
The top ten drugs by frequency made up over 10 percent of the cleaned drug name records in the
FAERS database. As the case with all drug names, the initial count of the top ten drugs by
frequency included both valid and invalid (pre-cleaned) drug names.
Data Cleaning
Of the 1444 drug name subset with 30,849,955 entries, each drug name entry passed
through a series of automated/manual cleaning steps. The process involved standardizing the
data by converting all drug names to uppercase, removing punctuation/spaces, acronym
expansion, correlating drug name information against Drugs.com and Micromedex Solutions
(databases of current drug names), and then removing drugs in the corpus that were nondescript.
The steps employed are summarized in Figure 2.
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When the interval of ≥1000 was completed, the next interval, 900-999, and all
subsequent intervals were processed in this manner. Upon completion of this iterative process,
standardization of greater than 95% of the drug name data in the FAERS database was achieved.
The interval of 0 to 29 containing 533235 records (approximately 1.67%) was not included in the
data cleaning process due to manpower and time constraints.
Discussion
A recent survey of data scientists ascertained that data preparation accounts for about
80% of the work of data scientists, and cleaning data is the least enjoyable and most timeconsuming data science task (L.V., 2006). In this paper, we describe a pragmatic approach to
cleaning one of the U.S government’s largest healthcare databases, FAERS.
It is reasonable to assume that no single method will be sufficient to identify all errors in
a dataset, and so we felt it important to use a combination of methods that essentially best restore
the data to its originally intended format, free from errors, or other ambiguous formats. Our
expectation was somewhat met, in that with limited resources, greater than 95% cleaning and
standardization of the retrieved drug names in the Drug File of the FAERS database was
achieved. To date, this yielded the largest number of drug name records in the FAERS database
to be amended to a standardized, practicable format.
Limitations
The process to rectify errors in the DrugName subset of the FAERS database was fairly
prescriptive, yet there was a degree of subjectivity by data extractors in the standardization
process, but in our assessment, this had little impact on the overall results.
The drug name variants that did not identify a specific drug were not subjected to the
cleaning and standardization process. For instance, terms such as “pain killer,” “analgesic,” or
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“antibiotic” may have been entered, but are not recognized as specific drugs. When this
occurred, these drug names were not included in the cleaning and standardization process.
Issues with Quantification of Drug Name Variations
In this report, it is tempting to quantify the erroneous drug name entries and report as a
proportion of the database as a whole, (i.e. distinguish between entries that are “correct” and not
needed to be cleaned, and entries considered “erroneous” that needed to be modified), but the
conclusions drawn may be misleading.
For instance, consider the inflammatory-blocking agent adalimumab (brand name
Humira®). An actual entry into the database was expressed as “Humira (Abbott)”. For the
purposes of communicating a potential problem to the FDA via the MedWatch program, this
entry would not be incorrect. That is, there was no miscommunication or misinterpretation of
the identity of the drug to the FDA.
However, in the context of data cleaning, the drug name in not expressed in a format that
is consistent with other drug names, and is problematic for data analysis purposes. In our data
cleaning process, “Humira (Abbott)” was converted to HUMIRA, then the generic name, and the
subsequent steps of the cleaning and standardization process were followed.
In short, the communication via MedWatch was correct, but for the sake of data analysis,
the format of the drug name was not correct and required correction. In our view, it would be
undue to label the entry “Humira (Abbott)” and other similar entries as incorrect, and quantify
these types of entries compared to the total number of entries in the database.
Based on the number of scripts used to correct drug names, we can estimate that the drug
name variations as illustrated in Table 2 accounted for no more than than 10% of the total
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number of entries, which is somewhat consistent with previous reporting on MedWatch entry
errors, in general (Getz et al., 2014).
Specific determination of the number of incorrect entries compared to correct entries in
the database is beyond the scope of this study and would warrant further investigation.
Conclusions
As often the case with large datasets, a cleaning process is necessary to detect
incomplete, inaccurate, or inappropriate data and then improving the quality through correction.
We describe a novel method of cleaning and standardizing drug names and correction of drug
name deviations. Even though this method is time-consuming - which may limit practicality - it
is detailed and complete. Moreover, this method does not result in the loss of original
downloaded data from the FDA’s website. In addition to methods for improving error detection
and cleaning, future research should include error prevention, as it is more efficient to prevent
errors than to attempt to identify and correct them after the fact.
Implications
The stepwise approach that was taken in this project for data cleansing is much more than
just updating records with “good” data. Our view of data cleaning is best expressed by Maletic
and Marcus (2000), where data cleaning involved “decomposing and reassembling” the data and
adds value to the resultant information.
In this project, we have sought a cleansed version of the DrugName subset of the FAERS
database, using common, yet unique methods. As a result of this project, perhaps we have
increased awareness of the potential to improve research for data mining and statistical methods
researchers.
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